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Section 30:  MDEP NRPA/Site Location of Development Combined Application 
Record Hill Wind Project, Oxford County, Maine 

Section 30 
Visual Impact of Generating Facility
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Overview 

Record Hill Wind LLC is proposing the Record Hill Wind Project (Project), a 22-turbine, 55-megawatt 
(MW) wind generating facility on Partridge Peak, Flathead Mountain, and the southern slope of Record 
Hill in Roxbury, Oxford County, Maine.  The Project will consist of the following actions.  

• 22 turbines, along with associated electrical interconnection infrastructure and permanent 
meteorological towers, will be installed along approximately 3.5 miles of the ridge of Partridge 
Peak, Flathead Mountain, and the southern slope of Record Hill, which rise 1,200 to 1,400 feet 
above the surrounding valleys.1  The turbines will be mounted on 80-meter towers and will have 
rotors with a diameter of 96 meters.  The total height of a turbine with blade fully extended is 128 
meters, or approximately 420 feet.  All components of the turbine will be painted white. The 
turbines will be Clipper Liberty C96 wind turbines, each with a 2.5-MW capacity. 

• Red warning lights will be installed following Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) guidelines, 
mounted on the top of some of the nacelles and may also be mounted on one or more of the 
permanent meteorological towers.  The final lighting plan will be determined by FAA approval.  
The Project has submitted application with the FAA to determine the final lighting plan.  A copy of 
that application can be found attached as Appendix 30-1. 

• Access to the Project site is proposed by upgrading and extending existing logging roads on the 
north side of Route 120.  A new 32-foot± wide gravel road will be constructed to provide access 
along the project ridgeline. 

• 34.5-kilovolt (kV) collector lines will carry the power generated from the project approximately one 
mile east down from the ridge to a collector substation located adjacent to an existing Central 
Maine Power transmission corridor.  The voltage will be increased to 115kV at the collector 
substation and then transferred to the adjacent Central Maine Power Company system and 
ultimately delivered to the New England grid. 

The entire Project area is privately owned and is managed for timber production, a use that is highly 
compatible with the installation and operation of a wind project.  Other land uses within the surrounding 
study area include agriculture, rural residential, and recreation. 

There are several scenic resources of state or national significance, as defined by the Maine Wind Power 
Law, within eight miles of the project.  Two of these scenic resources offer viewpoints that would have an 
unobstructed view of the entire wind project: 1) portions of the summits of Tumbledown Mountain and 
Little Jackson Mountain and the trails immediately below their summits, located between 5.8 and 7.0 
miles from the closest turbine, and 2) the Old Blue Mountain viewpoint on the Appalachian National 
Scenic Trail, located 7.8 miles from the closest turbine.  Visual impacts on these resources are 
anticipated to be minor to moderate due to the distances from the wind project and the scale of the 
surrounding landscape. 

There are four structures on the National Register of Historic Places within eight miles of the project area.  
By definition, they are considered scenic resources of state or national significance.  However, the wind 
project will not be visible from any of them, nor will the turbines have a visual impact on their settings. 

There are two river segments that are noted for their scenic value by the Maine Rivers Study: 1) the Swift 
River, paralleling Route 17 on the east side of the project area, between 1.5 and 2.5 miles from the 

1 The project will not include turbines on the summit of Record Hill, which is immediately to the north of the project 
site in the town of Byron.  Originally the Project was conceived to include land in Byron where the ridge continues 
north to Old Turk Mountain, but the Project scope was reduced after the residents of Byron opted not to amend its 
height ordinance to allow for wind turbines.   
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turbines, and 2) the West Branch of the Ellis River in Andover, 5.5 miles west of the Project.  One of the 
most noteworthy features of the Swift River is Coos Canyon, located 2.7 miles north of the Project in 
Byron.  The wind turbines will not be visible from the canyon or the public facilities surrounding it.  A few 
of the turbines will be intermittently visible through breaks in the streamside tree cover along the Swift 
River at Swift River Falls at a distance of 2.5 miles.  Most views of the turbines from the West Branch of 
the Ellis River will be blocked by riparian vegetation and topography throughout the majority of its length.  
Visual impacts on the rivers should be minor (West Branch of the Ellis River) to moderate (where visible 
from the Swift River).  At no point along these rivers will there be an opportunity to see the entire wind 
project.   

There are no lakes or ponds identified by the state as ‘Significant or Outstanding’.  There are no State 
Parks, National Parks (with the exception of a 2-mile segment of the Appalachian Trail), national natural 
landmarks, or other comparable outstanding natural or cultural features within eight miles that will be 
affected by the project.   

Conclusion 

There are several scenic resources of state or national significance within the viewshed of the project.  
The majority of the visual impacts will be concentrated on one of the summits of Tumbledown Mountain 
and Little Jackson Mountain, at a distance of 6-7± miles from the nearest turbine, and a viewpoint on the 
Appalachian Trail at a distance of close to 8 miles.  Visual impacts to these resources will be moderate. 
Several of the turbines will be intermittently visible from the Swift River and the West Branch of the Ellis 
River, both of which have been rated for their scenic value.  

The turbines will not be visible from any lakes or ponds that have been rated as significant or outstanding 
for scenic resources.  They will also not be visible from any State Parks within eight miles, Maine 
Department of Transportation scenic turnouts, national natural landmarks, or scenic viewpoints located in 
the coastal area.  Throughout the majority of the study area, views of the project are blocked by 
topography and roadside vegetation. 

The Project has been conceived and designed to have minimal visual impacts on scenic resources within 
the study area.  The Project will not have an unreasonable adverse impact on scenic values and existing 
uses of scenic resources of state or national significance. 
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5.0 SCENIC RESOURCES OF STATE OR NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE  

Following is an inventory of the scenic resources of state or national significance within eight miles of the 
wind project.  

A. National natural landmarks (NNL), federally designated wilderness area or other comparable 
outstanding natural and cultural feature.  According to the NNL website (www.nature.nps.gov), 
there are no NNL within eight miles of the Project. 

B.  A property listed on the National Register of Historic Places. The Record Hill Historic 
Architectural Reconnaissance Survey by Public Archaeology Laboratories, Inc., indicated that 
there are four properties on the National Register of Historic Places within eight miles of the 
Project area. 

• Lovejoy Bridge, Maine’s shortest covered bridge, over the Ellis River in South Andover 
(6.0 miles) 

• Andover Library, Andover (6.0 miles) 
• Hook and Ladder Building, Andover (5.8 miles) 
• Merrill-Poor House, Andover (5.5 miles)  

None of these properties will have a view of the wind turbines or associated facilities due to 
intervening topography and vegetation. 

C. National or State Parks. There are no State Parks within eight miles of the Project. The closest 
unit of Mount Blue State Park (on the southwestern corner of Webb Lake) is over eight miles from 
the closest turbine.  There will be no view from this area or from Webb Lake.  Mount Blue (in the 
eastern part of Mount Blue State Park) is 15 miles to the east of the Project.  

The closest unit of the National Park Service (NPS) is the Appalachian National Scenic Trail, 
which is 7.8± miles to the west at its closest point (see ‘F’ below).   

D. Specified Great Ponds. The two ponds on the west side of the project (Garland and Roxbury [or 
Little Ellis and Ellis Ponds]) are not designated as scenic in "Maine's Finest Lakes, the Results of 
the Maine Lakes Study".  Tumbledown Pond, between Tumbledown Mountain and Little Jackson 
Mountain, is less than ten acres in size, and therefore not a ‘great pond’.  None of the other 
smaller ponds within the study area are considered scenic by the Maine Lakes Study. 

E. Specified Scenic Rivers. The Swift River, located between 1.5 and 2.5 miles to the east of the 
project area, is identified by the Maine Rivers Study as having unique/significant scenic resource 
values.  The Swift is rated as a "C" River in the Maine Rivers Study, which means that it has a 
composite of natural and recreational resource values of statewide significance. One of the most 
notable portions of the Swift River is the segment that flows through and carves into Coos 
Canyon (2.7 miles north of the project in the town of Byron).  The wind turbines would not be 
visible from Coos Canyon or the immediate area surrounding the canyon.   

The other point of interest along the Swift River in the study area is the Swift River Falls (also 
known as Three Falls), a popular swimming hole immediately adjacent to Route 17 due east of 
the southernmost turbine in Roxbury.  The falls are described in the Maine Atlas and Gazetteer 
(Gazetteer) as having ‘Two short drops; hydraulic granite sculpture. Road access.”  There are 
currently filtered views of Flathead Mountain from the parking lot and a small opening in the 
woods above the falls.  Several of the turbines will be visible at a distance of 2.5± miles to people 
in these openings.  It may be possible to see some additional turbines during fall and winter 
months through the bare branches of the trees above the western riverfront at a time when 
visitorship is expected to be very low.   


